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The collection of TCS issues is about 1 meter high, 17,000 pages long and it 
contains 1100 papers. When in 1974 Einar Fredriksson and myself started talking 
about the creation of a journal dedicated to Theoretical Computer Science we 
were very far from even dreaming that it could take such an extension within 
twelve years. We were also a bit shy: what could such a journal, very theoretical 
indeed and hard to read, be useful to, and who would read it? Fortunately, some 
people encouraged us and indeed helped us a lot, Mike Paterson who was at that 
time President of EATCS and who accepted to become Associate Editor, Albert 
Meyer who was a very active editor at the beginning, Arto Salomaa, who was to 
become President of EATCS shortly afterwards. Indeed, I should mention all the 
first members of the Editorial Board, for TCS would never have come to 
existence without them. Theoretical Computer Science is not a clearly defined 
discipline with neat borderlines: it is more a state of mind, the conviction that the 
observed computation phenomena can be formally described and analysed as any 
physical phenomenon; the conviction that such a formal description helps to 
understand these phenomena and to master them in order to design better 
algorithms, better computers, better systems. Our fundamental activity is not to 
prove theorems in strange mathematical theories, it is to model a complicated 
reality and in this respect it has to be compared with theoretical physics or what 
we call in French “Mecanique rationnelle”. This comparison can be pursued 
rather far, for we also use all possible mathematical concepts and methods and 
when we do not find appropriate ones in traditional mathematics we create them. 
The aim is quite clear: using the compact and unambiguous language of mathe- 
matics brings to life concepts and methods which will be useful to all designers, 
builders and users of computer systems, exactly in the same way as matrix 
calculus or Fourier series and transforms are useful to all engineers and techni- 
cians in the electric and electronic industry. And when one thinks about the 
amount of time it took to build the mathematical theory of matrices and to polish 
and simplify it up to the state in which it could be taught to all future engineers 
and become a tool in daily use, we can be extremely satisfied by the development 
of Theoretical Computer Science. It is true that concepts and methods which were 
still vague and unclear when TCS was created became essential tools for all 
industrial designers and manufacturers, in algorithmics, in semantics, in automata 
theory and control, etc. . . . 
Certainly, TCS can be proud to have contributed to this development. Coming 
back to what I was saying a few minutes ago, this contribution was made possible 
only by the miraculous fact that the first members of the Editorial Board were 
sharing the same conviction about the necessity of Theoretical Computer Science 
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and the same philosophical point of view about its aims, despite great differences 
between their training, background and realm of activity. This common 
philosophy and deep feeling of the same necessity made it possible to conceive 
TCS as a collective enterprise: you know that the editors are almost completely 
independent from each other and from the Editor-in-Chief. Each one decides 
freely whether to accept or reject a submitted paper, and has it refereed and 
revised as he wishes according to his own rules and standards. And in twelve 
years it may have happened only ten times that some disagreement arose. Besides 
the common philosophy which cements the Editorial Board I believe another 
factor of harmony is the high esteem which all members of the E.B. have for each 
other. For me they are undoubtedly all friends, not only the first ones, but also 
the new members who joined us a few years later, those from China, India, Japan 
bringing us the wealth of their culture and making TCS truly international. 
Let me thank heartily all the editors, those who are present in this room and 
those who are not in this room. Working with them has been productive, 
rewarding and extremely pleasant. 
I must also heartily thank the publisher: of course, Einar Fredriksson first, since 
the idea of creating TCS was his and he carried it for the first years when it was a 
newborn and weak infant. Not even an instant did I feel a lack of confidence 
between us, even when practical problems arose for example in the printing 
process which at some time has been very slow and lacking the desired quality. I 
must say that the same confidence was readily established with Willem Dijkhuis 
and Arjen Sevenster, who did give TCS the same strong and enthusiastic support. 
And it is a pleasure for me to acknowledge the beautiful work of the desk editor 
Joost Kok with whom it is also extremely pleasant to cooperate. 
The journal TCS is the “journal of the EATCS” as one can read on the front 
cover of each issue. I would say it is even more than that, for there is complete 
identity of philosophy between the managing officers and council members of the 
Association and the Editorial Board of the journal, despite the fact that the 
intersection of these sets of people is not very large. No journal of course can live 
without authors, the success of TCS is mainly due to the great increase in the 
number of good researchers in the field of Theoretical Computer Science in the 
world and particularly in Europe. The Association, which remained very small for 
several years, has grown mainly under the presidency of Arto Salomaa and is still 
growing thanks to our present president Gregorsz Rozenberg. It has played a 
major role in bringing together, once a year at ICALP, a large number of 
researchers from various countries, and in increasing by all means the knowledge 
researchers may have of each other, thus the flow of communications and 
exchanges and, consequently, the global efficiency of European research in our 
field. This efficiency is reflected in the high quality of papers which are submitted 
to and eventually published in TCS. The European researchers who are active in 
promoting and managing the EATCS are faithful to the old tradition of Europe in 
opening both the Association and the journal to the whole world. Too many 
people try to convince us that in a competing world people should compete, each 
individual, each group, each country for itself in a warlike perspective of 
destruction of the enemy. Fortunately, all the contributors of the EATCS and of 
TCS have the opposite point of view: in front of the very challenging and difficult 
problems which the development and use of computer science raises, only a 
world-wide cooperation can be successful and the only way to progress is to 
increase our understanding and our knowledge. We may be proud of the result of 
our past activity and what has been achieved in 12 to 15 years. 
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Let me express my hopes that we shall go on with the same efficiency, and in 
the same friendly and confident atmosphere. Our challenge is really to build 
Theoretical Computer Science, to enrich it, to spread it, to teach it, to work 
towards its coming to adult life and its taking the place it should have among the 
other scientific disciplines. 
Thank you. 
